The key to a good article is always
thinking about the reader. Talk directly
to them, and keep your writing
interesting and friendly, and use a
variety of interesting and ambitious
grammar an vocabulary. .
Make sure you don’t write a story!
INGREDIENTS
TOPIC VOCABULARY:
Use a variety of nouns, verbs, adjec�ves, and adverbs related to the topic. Include
phrasal verbs, colloca�ons, and fixed expressions.
AMBITIOUS GRAMMAR:
Verb + ing OR infini�ve
Past perfect
Present perfect
Causa�ve have/get
3rd Condi�onal
So / such

Passive & repor�ng verbs (it was thought)
Nega�ve adverb + auxiliary + subject + main verb
Future perfect
Rela�ve clauses
as/ like
make/do
Mixed condi�onals
too / enough

ADJECTIVES / ADVERBS: superb
impressive
awful abominable
really
truly very

fantas�c
appalling
mostly

COMPARING AND CONTRASTING:
whereas
while
In spite of the fact that + phrase
The fact of the ma�er is + phrase
Having said that + phrase
Conversely + phrase

terrific
terrible
generally

excep�onal
extremely
vibrant

however
although
Despite + gerund
Otherwise
While that may be true, ...
On the flip side, ...

ADD INFORMATION or EXAMPLES:
In addi�on
furthermore
What’s more
moreover,
not only + inversion On top of that

Recipe for a great B2 article
METHOD
1. Read the exam question carefully.
Identify the topic, the question, and the
style (informal).

3. Choose the story and examples you’re
going to use.
4. Select some ambitious language from
the ingredients to include in your
writing.
5. Slowly and carefully write your review.
Think about how you finished the
previous paragraph, and how you can
connect your ideas together.

secondly
so

TALK DIRECTLY TO THE READER
Have you ever thought about...?
Do you realise how...?
I’m sure you know / realise / can imagine... What would you do / have done ?
You We
Us
TOPIC SENTENCES:
Use rhetorical ques�ons or strong statements to start your paragraphs in a catchy way.

An article needs an interesting title
that catches the reader’s interest.
Write this when you’ve finished your
review to make sure it’s about your
writing.

2. Decide on the topic of the article, and
how you will answer the question.

6. Write your title.
firstly
therefore
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Start with a rhetorical question or strong
statement. Introduce the topic of the article
and explain why the reader should be
interested.

This is a short paragraph that explains
the main details of the topic. Here you
could include a short anecdote or
funny story.

In this longer paragraph, you need
to keep developing the idea.
Remember to use personal
pronouns to address the reader

7. If you can, leave your writing for a few
minutes after you’ve finished.
8. Read the exam question again. Have
you included all the necessary
information?
9. Check your work carefully for your
typical mistakes. This will take about 5
minutes.

End with an interesting fact, opinion, or a
rhetorical question. Try to repeat ideas from
your introduction.
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